
Chapter 572 

“Yeah,” answered Black Python with no expression on his face. However, unbeknownst to Janet, 

his eyes were on another girl. Janet nodded at his affirmation lazily and followed the group back 

to the dorm. 

Yet, the group of students from the performance arts school, who were continuously staring at 

Janet, were dumbfounded. 

“What the hell? What did Instructor Black Python give to Janet?” 

“Why is it Janet again?” 

 “Tsk, tsk, tsk. I didn’t expect Janet to be so capable. How did she manage to make the heartless 

Black Python fall in love with her? She’s impressive!” 

He gave her mineral water in the morning and what is that bag of things he gave her again now? 

What is he doing? How can Janet accept everything from Instructor Black Python so 

shamelessly? 

Biting her lips hard, Madelaine was exasperated. Even a ruthless instructor is seduced by Janet? 

What is happening right now? Since he already gave her presents, is he going to crown her as the 

best trainee by the end of the military training? This is so unfair. If the title goes to Janet, I’m 

going to report this to the principal! 

Sharon became energetic after she went back to the dorm. For a long moment, she stared at 

Janet’s bag. Nonetheless, she didn’t dare to ask her anything. 

Yet, her unusualness did not go unnoticed by Janet. So, as soon as Janet went back to the dorm, 

she opened the bag and took a look at the things inside. There were two spray bottles and some 

other things. Janet couldn’t help but laugh. She wondered how a man like Mason knew to give 

her these kinds of things. 

 “Repair cream and sunscreen spray? The packaging looks so high class!” exclaimed Abby. I 

don’t think I’ve seen this brand before. I wonder how well it works? 

Summer went to Janet’s side. Intentionally, she raised one of her brows. “Janet, are you and 

Instructor Black Python acquainted?” How could they not notice that? From Black Python giving 

her a bottle of mineral water in the morning and cosmetic products just now, everything was 

hinting that their relationship wasn’t simple. 

Yet, Janet shook her head calmly. In a neutral tone, she said, “It’s from a friend. He gave it to me 

on behalf of that friend!” 

Immediately, there was a look of realization on Summer and Sharon’s faces. 



“The sun is hot today. Do you want to give it a try?” Staring at Sharon’s flushed face, Janet took 

the initiative and asked. Black Python punished her on a five-kilometer run earlier today. Janet 

thought her skin was probably burned by the sun. After all, what Mason gave her wouldn’t be 

bad. 

Upon hearing that, a smile found its way to Sharon’s flushed face; her almond eyes widened. 

“Thank you, then.” 

Janet handed her the bottle and let her figure it out herself. 

When Abby saw Sharon using the product, she stepped forward and meddled in. “Janet, I want 

some too!” 

Smiling with her eyes curved, Janet was about to take a shower in the bathroom. At this moment, 

her phone that was placed on the bed rang. She put down the clothes in her hand and walked 

over. Seeing that it was a call from Lee, she picked up the phone. 

From the other side of the phone was his familiar nonchalant voice. “Janet, I’ve bought you a 

ticket to Yobril tomorrow. It’s a 1 PM flight!” 

Janet sat on her bed with her leg crossed. She nearly forgot about that trip. Since her instructors 

were Black Python and White Python, it might be easy for her to take a day off. It was an order 

worth more than a billion. There was no way she would miss it. 

“Okay. I got it!” 

Just when Janet was about to hang up, Lee suddenly said, “Janet, I have bad news for you. Your 

man told me that he has a deal for us. And he insisted that you must show up.” 

When Janet heard that, she was puzzled. “Can we make it a few days later?” she asked. 

 


